
Memorandum of Agreement on Relief for Damage caused by Falling Objects from Aircraft

（excerpt）

Signers of this Memorandum of Agreement shall acknowledge an agreement to the following

arrangements in relation to the burden of expenses required for compensation of the damage to

human life or body, or property caused by dropping aircraft parts, falling ice blocks or falling

objects from in-flight aircraft during its taking off or landing at airports in Japan on or after 30

March 2019 (hereinafter called "the damage by falling objects from aircraft").

1．In case that it is unable to identify one specific aircraft which caused the damage by

falling objects from aircraft (hereinafter referred to as "the causing aircraft") and to identify

a person responsible for the compensation of the damage, and if the Falling Object Confirmation

Committee established in Regional Civil Aviation Bureaus of Ministry of Land, Infrastructure,

Transport and Tourism determines a presumably causing aircraft (hereinafter referred to as

"the acknowledged aircraft"), the operator of the acknowledged aircraft shall bear the amount of

expenses for compensation of the damage, proportionally divided by the number of the

acknowledged aircraft.

2. The determination of the acknowledged aircraft by Falling Object Confirmation Committee

shall have legal power in regards to the burden stipulated in the above 1.

The signers of this Memorandum of Agreement shall have due delegation from the

respective company or organization.

The original of this Memorandum of Agreement shall be filed at Ministry of Land,

Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism for the convenience.

ATTACHMENT 2



For subsequently participating companies and organizations

We hereby agree to the arrangements stipulated in the "Memorandum of Agreement on

Relief for Damage caused by Falling Objects from Aircraft".

The signers of this Confirmation Note shall have due delegation from the respective

company or organization.

The original of this Confirmation Note shall be filed at Ministry of Land, Infrastructure,

Transport and Tourism for the convenience.

DD MM YY

・ ／ ／

(Signature) (Company name) (Title)



For subsequently participating individuals

The signer of this Confirmation Note hereby agrees to the arrangements stipulated in the

"Memorandum of Agreement on Relief for Damage caused by Falling Objects from

Aircraft".

The original of this Confirmation Note shall be filed at Ministry of Land, Infrastructure,

Transport and Tourism for the convenience.

DD MM YY

・ ／ ／

(Signature) (Company name) (Title)


